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Abstract

This paper reports on data mining of Cretan folk songs for
distinctive patterns. A pattern is distinctive if it occurs
with higher probability in a corpus as compared to an
anticorpus. A small set of transcribed Cretan folk songs
was encoded, organized using a knowledge base of classes,
and mined using distinctive pattern discovery methods. In
this exploratory study several highly distinctive melodic
patterns emerge, indicating the ability of distinctive
patterns to describe subgroups of folk songs.

1. Introduction

In recent years there has been a renewed interest in folk
song analysis partly driven by increasing interests in
cultural heritage, and also by advances in music infor-
matics methods. The ability to make predictions, from
music content, of song properties such as region, dance
type, tune family, instrumentation, modality, and social
function is an important part of the management of large
corpora. Music data mining methods play a key role in
building predictive models for folk song classification.

In addition to predictive methods for folk song
classification (Hillewaere, Manderick, & Conklin, 2009),
descriptive methods are very important for obtaining an
overall view of a corpus and for indicating comprehensible
subgroups, distributions, and clusters in the data (Crane &
Fiehler, 1970; Toiviainen & Eerola, 2001; Juhász, 2006;
Taminau et al., 2009). The study here applies pattern
discovery to a collection of Cretan folk songs which have
been grouped into song types and regions. The compara-
tive orientation distinguishes this approach from most

work on pattern discovery in music, which is usually
applied within a single piece of music to detect repetition
rather than recurrence across pieces (Lartillot, 2004;
Cambouropoulos, 2006). In terms of a broad machine
learning approach, it can be viewed as an instance of
supervised descriptive rule discovery (Novak, Lavra�c, &
Webb, 2009) which attempts to describe a subset of each
class rather thandeveloppredictivemodelsof entire classes.

The traditional music of a region can often be divided
into dance and non-dance music (Amargiannakis, 1994).
In Crete, dance music can contain many different types;
more than 100 dance variations exist in the whole island.
Four dance types have been considered in this study (see
Figure 1): Pentozalis, Maleviziotis, Syrtos, and Sousta.
The non-dance songs of Crete can be divided according
to the musical style and their function. The most well-
known non-dance songs in Crete are Rizitika (solemn
slow songs, possibly of Byzantine origin) and Tambaha-
niotika (city songs). The rest of the non-dance songs can
be divided according to the function they are used in:
lullabies, lament songs, and wedding songs. Finally, we
include the popular Kalanda (new year song), and
Erotokritos (epic song).

Although most of these types of songs are found
throughout the island, each area has its own character-
istic musical style. Different musical styles can be
identified in the East and West of Crete (Hnaraki,
2007), although there are also many common songs
known to the whole island. Therefore, in stylistic analysis
of this music, it is interesting to look not only for
patterns that distinguish between song types, but also
those that distinguish between geographical regions (see
Figure 1).

This paper reports on results obtained with a small
collection of folk tunes from several areas across Crete,
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taken from various archives of transcriptions, exploring
the hypothesis that there may exist patterns of correla-
tion between geographical origin and type of song on the
one hand, and melodic patterns on the other. This study
focuses on melodic interval patterns, as this is an
important dimension which has not to date been studied
systematically in Cretan folk music, with the hypothesis
that there exist significant patterns in this parameter.

The pattern analysis method chosen is the MGDP
method (Conklin, 2010a, 2010b) which discovers pat-
terns that are distinctive and maximally general in a
corpus. This paper discusses the encoding of a collection
of pieces into a knowledge base for analysis, describes the
application of the MGDP method to the corpus, reports
on some interesting patterns found, and finally presents
ideas for future work.

2. Method

This section describes the corpus, data preparation, and
data mining method employed. The data mining method
discovers patterns that are over-represented in a positive
set (called the corpus) with respect to a background set of
pieces (called the anticorpus).

2.1 Corpus of Cretan folk songs

In this study, four sources of transcribed Cretan folk
songs were used. The first one was the collection of
transcriptions done by Samuel Baud-Bovy in 1953–
1954 (Baud-Bovy, 2006), published by the Laographic
Music Archives of Melpo Merlie in Athens. It contains
old songs which were recorded and transcribed in
various villages around the island. The second source
was by Peristeris (Spuridakis & Peristeris, 1968), as
found in the Amargiannakis archives at the Academy
of Athens and the University of Athens. This contains
songs from all over Greece, including some Cretan
songs. The third one was a collection of well-known
songs, transcribed for lyra playing (Andreoulakis &
Petrakis, 1994). Finally, a few pieces were added from
the transcriptions done by Theodossopoulou (2003).
The corpus contains well-known Cretan songs, em-
bedded in the local life and culture. Not all of them are
purely folk tunes; in certain cases they are composed
by a specific composer or performer who imitates the
old folk style.

All songs in the present corpus contain a melody
which is sung and may be accompanied with a melodic
instrument. There are two main melodic instruments in
Crete which follow the singer’s voice (either in unison, or
in a question/answer type of texture): the lyra and the
violin. Both these instruments have a similar range and
way of playing. In the case of lament songs, and often
with lullabies, there is no accompanying instrument.

Songs from printed scores were encoded using the
Sibelius and Finale software, and exported to MIDI
format for computational analysis. During the encoding
of the pieces, a knowledge base was developed to
describe the classes and other metadata features of
pieces. Four broad categories of song classes were chosen
(Figure 1): two basic categories of type and area, and two
broader categories of song supertype and superarea. In
addition to being meaningful groupings of song areas
and types, these categories also compensate for the
problem of small representation in the basic classes.

The area of the folk song was provided with the
original scores, and in the case there is an identified
composer, the home of the composer was also considered
to determine the area. The area of syria was included as
there are songs in Syria which are also sung in Crete.
Song type classification has been mostly kept as specified
by Baud-Bovy (2006). Superarea classification was made
by dividing the island into East and West (as locals
would also naturally divide it), and supertype classifica-
tion was according to the classification of Greek folk
music specified by Amargiannakis (1994) and Baud-Bovy
(2006). In some cases it is hard to detect a song type
simply by its score, especially in the case of non-dance
songs, where the tempo and rhythmic structures can be
more free. In this case, the lyrics might be more indicative
of the song type, for example, one can distinguish
between wedding songs and lullabies based on their
lyrics.

While preparing the corpus and classifying the songs,
several interesting points came up for discussion, and
decisions had to be taken:

. as mentioned above, there are song types found
throughout the island, such as the new year song
(kalanda). These songs were therefore placed in all
classes of area (and superarea);

. there are also songs which might have been recorded
at a specific village (e.g. a small village of Chania),
but these songs are sung all through the Western part
of the island: these songs were thus added to both
rethymno and chania areas;

. for a few songs, although the song type was clear,
there was no indication in the sources regarding its
area. Therefore, in our classification, these pieces are
not considered part of any class for either area or
superarea mining;

. upon initial inspection of some results, some pieces
that were close variations of one another were found.
For such variation clusters, only one of the set was
retained;

. finally, some songs were noted as simply being non-

dance songs, without any further song type classifica-
tion, and from the music and lyrics it was not possible
to deduce a more specific description. They were
treated as not known for the type category.
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The final corpus for this study contained 106 songs in our
final collection. Figure 1 depicts the categories along with
their classes and the number of pieces in each class. Due
to the modifications described above, the number of
pieces in the subclasses do not always sum to the number
of pieces in the superclasses.

2.2 Pattern discovery

This section describes the method used for comparative
pattern analysis of the Cretan folk tunes, including
concepts of pattern, subsumption, corpus, anticorpus,
and pattern distinctiveness. It finally outlines the concept
of a maximally general distinctive pattern, and the
pattern discovery algorithm.

A pattern is a sequence of event features. A rich set of
features, including rhythmic ones, can be ascribed to
events (Conklin, 2010a), but for this study only melodic
intervals (measured in semitone steps) are used due to the
small corpus size and the desire to fully explore melodic
features prior to addressing rhythmic ones. A piece x
instantiates a pattern P, written P(x), if the pattern
occurs one or more times in the piece: if the components
of the pattern are instantiated by successive events in the
piece.

A pattern P subsumes (is more general than) a pattern
Q if all instances of Q are also instances of P: if
8x Q xð Þ ) P xð Þ is valid (true in all possible corpora).
For example, the pattern [þ3] subsumes the pattern [þ3,

þ1], which in turn subsumes, for example, [þ2, þ3, þ1]
and [þ3, þ1, 74].

To rank discovered patterns it is possible to partition
a collection of pieces into an anticorpus (denoted �),
contrasting it with the analysis corpus (denoted �). A
distinctive pattern is one that is sufficiently over-
represented in the corpus as compared to the anticorpus.
An intuitive way to measure over-representation is
according to the relative empirical probability of a
pattern in the corpus and anticorpus:

D Pð Þ ¼def p P j �ð Þ
p P j �ð Þ ; ð1Þ

where

p P j �ð Þ ¼def c� Pð Þ=n�;

p P j �ð Þ ¼def c� Pð Þ=n�;

where c�(P) (respectively, c�(P)) is the number of pieces
in the corpus (anticorpus) containing the pattern P, and
n� (n�) is the number of pieces in the corpus (antic-
orpus). If c�(P)¼ 0, D(P) is defined to be ?.

It is desirable, both for descriptive and for computa-
tional reasons, to focus attention primarily on short and
frequent distinctive patterns found across several pieces

Fig. 1. The categories and classes used in this study, along with the number of pieces in each class.
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within a corpus. The space of sequential patterns is too
large to find or report all distinctive patterns. However,
the set of the most general distinctive patterns is much
smaller and can be found more efficiently. By definition,
these patterns are also the most frequent, and therefore
at one extreme of the distinctive set, useful for an analyst
to explore prior to searching deeper for more specific
patterns. More precisely, a pattern P is called a
maximally general distinctive pattern (MGDP) if it is
distinctive (with at least a specified minimum D(P)), and
if there does not exist a more general (subsuming) pattern
that is also distinctive. Thus the set of all MGDP is the
top border of the virtual pattern subsumption taxonomy
such that all patterns above the border are not
distinctive.

Figure 2 facilitates the explanation of the concepts
outlined above. Nodes represent melodic interval pat-
terns, and arrows between nodes represent pattern
subsumption (which is a transitive relation, therefore
transitive arrows are omitted in the figure). Each pattern
is annotated with a hypothetical distinctiveness value
D(P). The pattern [þ2, þ1], for example, is not
distinctive, with a D(P) of 1.0 (occurring with equal
probability in the corpus and anticorpus). Different
MGDP sets result from different minimum values of
D(P). For example, with D(P)� 1.4 the patterns [þ2, þ1,
73] and [þ4] would form the MGDP set. The pattern
[þ2, þ1, þ4], though distinctive, would not be included
as it is subsumed by the distinctive pattern [þ4].
However, with D(P)� 3, it would indeed be in the
MGDP set which then becomes [þ2, þ1, 73] and [þ2,
þ1, þ4]. Note that although the subsumption taxonomy
of patterns remains unchanged, the MGDP set varies
according to the choice of the minimum value for
distinctiveness.

Highly distinctive patterns in a corpus are likely to be
long, specific, and will occur in fewer pieces than less

distinctive patterns. The choice of the minimum value of
D(P) should therefore be guided by visual inspection of
the results and considerations of the data mining
purpose. A high value may be used to detect longer
patterns in small groups of pieces, whereas low values
(close to 1) will tend to detect shorter and more frequent
patterns because the MGDP will be high in the
subsumption taxonomy.

The MGDP discovery algorithm is a sequential
pattern mining method similar to the method of Ayres,
Gehrke, Yiu, and Flannick (2002). To compute the
MGDP set for a corpus, a depth-first general-to-specific
search of the subsumption taxonomy rooted at the
empty pattern is performed. At each refinement step,
two instance lists (one for the corpus, one for the
anticorpus) are locally updated efficiently using hash
map representations. The search space is structured so
that no pattern need be evaluated more than once. A
highly desirable computational property of the MGDP
property is that it is antimonotonic: if P is an MGDP,
and P subsumes Q, then Q cannot possibly be an
MGDP. This means that a branch in the search tree
may be immediately terminated with success if the
minimal specified pattern distinctiveness is achieved by
the pattern at a search node.

3. Results

For each category supertype, superarea, type, and area,
the MGDP set is found, in turn, by considering each
class as the corpus � and all remaining classes as the
anticorpus �. For example, for the area category,
considering the class chania, the pieces in the classes
syria, lassithi, herakleion, and rethymno (see Figure 1) are
taken together as the anticorpus. For all experiments, the
MGDP set using melodic intervals was found. A
minimum distinctiveness value of D(P)� 3 was found
to be appropriate for this study (it produces neither an
excessive number of trivial patterns nor patterns specific
to just a few pieces). The same value was appropriate in
other musicological studies using the MGDP algorithm
(Conklin, 2010a, 2010b).

Table 1 shows a small subset of patterns found,
presenting three patterns for each category that are highly
distinctive. To restrict results for this presentation only
those with piece count c�(P)� 5 are reported. In addition
to a class � and a pattern P, each entry of the table also
contains the piece count c�(P), the size of the class n�, the
pattern distinctiveness D(P), and finally a p-value for the
pattern. This is computed using Fisher’s one-tailed exact
test and represents the probability of finding c�(P) or
more corpus pieces in n� draws (without replacement) of
pieces from the entire collection. This is a standard
statistical test in functional genomics (Falcon &
Gentleman, 2008) for detecting significant over-

Fig. 2. A small network with eight patterns illustrating pattern
subsumption and hypothetical distinctiveness values.
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representation of gene ontology terms (here, patterns) in a
set of genes of interest (here, the corpus). The remainder
of this section discusses one pattern from each category.

In the dance supertype the pattern [þ4, 74] is found
in all types of dances, throughout the island. The
instances of this pattern are found in fast isochronous
passages. Four instances, taken from different types of
dances are shown in Figure 3 (first row). In most
instances the second note occurs on a relatively strong
beat. The pattern occurs in all types of dance songs, and
in one non-dance song (Stin porta tsi paradeisos).

In the west superarea, an interesting and frequent
pattern [74, þ2, 73] occurs in nearly a quarter of west
pieces, in all types of songs (rizitika, city song, syrtos,
pentozalis, and other dance songs) and remarkably does
not occur in any east pieces. This same pattern is also
distinctive, but to a lesser degree, in the rethymno area. In
diatonic terms, this represents a drop of a M3, an
ascending M2, followed by a descending m3, for
instance, E-C-D-B or A-F-G-E. Figure 3 (second row)
shows six instances of the pattern: the second and third
are found in the same song, but with a different
surrounding context. Thus the phrase is varied while
this core pattern remains intact. Another superarea

pattern [þ1, þ2, 72, þ2, 72] occurs mainly in the east,
in lullabies, wedding songs, dance songs. The pattern
[72, þ2, 72, 71, þ1] is found in all types of songs,
especially fast dance songs.

For the syrtos song type, the pattern [75, 72] occurs
in nearly a quarter of all syrtos pieces and remarkably in

Table 1. A selection of patterns found in the Cretan folk song

corpus, organized by category.

class � pattern P c�(P) n� D(P) p-value

supertype

dance [þ4, 74] 16 51 19.1 8.4e–06
dance [74, þ2, þ2, 74] 11 51 13.2 0.00069

dance [þ4, þ1, þ2] 19 51 11.4 3.3e–06

superarea

west [74, þ2, 73] 14 64 ? 0.00023

east [þ1, þ2, 72, þ2, 72] 13 47 5.9 0.00081
east [72, þ2, 72, 71, þ1] 11 47 5.0 0.004

type

syrtos [75, 72] 5 22 ? 0.00032

malevisiotis [þ1, þ2, þ3] 5 13 34.2 8.6e–05
syrtos [þ3, þ2, 73] 6 22 21.8 0.00033

area

lassithi [77, þ4] 7 35 14.2 0.0017

lassithi [72, 71, þ1, 71,
þ1, 71]

7 35 14.2 0.0017

rethymno [74, þ2, 73] 10 29 6.6 0.00028

Fig. 3. Instances of distinctive patterns for dance [þ4, 74], west [74, þ2, 73], syrtos [75, 72] and lassithi [77, þ4].
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no other song types. In diatonic terms, this pattern
represents a descending P4 followed by a descending M2,
for instance, A-E-D or E-B-A. Figure 3 (third row)
shows five instances of the pattern. The rhythmic and
metrical aspects of the instances vary considerably,
indicating the abstraction provided by the melodic
interval pattern.

In the lassithi area, the pattern [77, þ4] was found.
This pattern indicates a broken major triad. It is found
mainly in dance songs and lullabies, and also in some
dance songs from Rethymno. Figure 3 (fourth row)
shows three instances of this pattern, the last two from
the same piece. Another area pattern, the long pattern
[72, 71, þ1, 71, þ1, 71], indicates a stepwise
semitone movement changing direction continuously. It
is found mainly in Lassithian dance songs, but also in
one Rethymno song.

4. Conclusions

There exists a long tradition of computational studies of
folk tunes, and indeed some of the earliest applications of
computing were to folk music (Bronson, 1959). Many
studies involve the clustering or grouping of pieces by
similarity, driven by the need to represent and predict
geographic localization and diachronic evolution of folk
tune styles. Some studies, for example the indexing
methods of Bartók on Hungarian folk tunes (Ling, 1997),
even pre-date the electronic computer. Many early
computational studies, such as those of Lomax (1968)
and Suchoff (1970), and recent descriptive studies
(Taminau et al., 2009) represent a tune entirely by global
features such as length, overall shape, melodic range,
ratio of words to music, position of final note, and so on.
The melodic patterns discovered by the approach
presented here can be viewed as new types of global
features specific to a subgroup of pieces.

This paper reported on the application of compara-
tive pattern analysis to Cretan folk songs. The
exploratory nature of this study must be emphasized,
and the results contain patterns distinctive within
classes, but clearly a much larger corpus is needed
before the patterns discovered can be considered
musically and statistically significant. In Cretan folk
music, while expanding the corpus particular attention
should be given to more thoroughly populate the small
classes such as epic song, city song, sousta, and kalanda

(see Figure 1). Besides adding more support to
distinctive patterns, the statistical significance of equally
distinctive patterns will generally be higher for patterns
with higher piece counts.

The pattern discovery method allows any number of
features to describe music events (Conklin, 2010a). The
approach functions on the surface of the music,
considering only features of consecutive events. In this

study attention was given to patterns of melodic intervals,
and further studies with the Cretan folk song corpus
could also study more abstract melodic features
(for example, melodic contour) or rhythmic features.
For the study of joint rhythmic and melodic features, the
small corpus size would become problematic, as the data
would permit only sparse population of the pattern space.

In this experiment the MGDP algorithm was applied
by taking each class in turn as the corpus; alternatively it is
entirely possible to form the logical disjunction of classes
(e.g. wedding or lament) to form larger classes. It is also
possible to form the logical conjunction of classes from
different categories (e.g. wedding and chania) though the
corpus would need to be much larger so that the new
classes are not sparse. Concurrently, the data mining
algorithm could be extended to use a background song
hierarchy so, for example, the pattern [74, þ2, 73]
(Table 1) would not have been reported twice (in both area
and superarea) but only the most distinctive occurrence.

There are some general considerations to bear in mind
with the analysis of Cretan folk music (and folk music in
general): first, transcription of the songs deviates from
the live performance, and in the case of Cretan music,
there are microtunings and rhythmic novelties that are
difficult to transcribe into notation (Dragoumis, 2009).
Furthermore, the exportation into MIDI files entails a
loss of information, though not critical for the melodic
interval analysis of this study. Second, there are songs
that go beyond the boundaries of their origin, and they
can be found in other areas with possible variations.
Third, there may be a fluidity of melodies across styles,
especially when different lyrics are sung to the same
melody. Fourth, there may be discrepancies in opinion
between informants and researchers (Rombou-Levidi,
1999), with the song classifications created mainly by
researchers. Finally, in Cretan music especially, a lot of
these songs are performed by various artists, and each
lyra artist has a unique style of playing, which in this case
means adding small characteristic turns and motives.
Information about performer might be taken into
account but would require more data collection for
distinctive pattern analysis.

By extending pattern analysis approaches that work
on a single piece, this comparative pattern analysis
method produces patterns that recur across several pieces
in predefined classes, occurring more frequently than
expected given a background or anticorpus set. The
identification of these patterns can stimulate discussion
on the origin and similarities among pieces disparate at
the music surface. The type of computational work
reported in this paper can provide ideas to ethnomusi-
cologists for further study, since it can propose dis-
tinctive patterns that might be difficult to recognize. It
can be proposed that the concept of maximally general
pattern discovery is a powerful descriptive approach for
folk song analysis.
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